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Going back to the example of sickle-cell anemia in Af-
ricans, it was quickly discovered that possessing an 
allele for sickle-cell anemia made individuals less vul-
nerable to malaria, a prevalent and often fatal dis-
ease in Africa. This has everything to do with the fact 
that malaria is common in Africa, and nothing to do 
with any inherent genetic links between Africans and 
sickle-cell anemia. In fact, if we were to contain any 
group of people in a region where malaria is 
common, regardless of race, it is likely that the allele 
would be present at a similarly high frequency after 
many generations.

This leads to an interesting conclusion: race matters, 
not because there is a genetic definition of race, but 
because race is often linked to culture, environment 
and behaviour.

WhatWhat is the conclusion of this whole debate? No, we 
cannot technically sequence DNA to determine race, 
but yes, race does correlate to certain trends. At our 
current level of scientific and technological knowl-
edge, race is a crude but somewhat useful tool. 
Based on nothing more than pure correlation and 
probability, we can use race to warn patients that a 
drug may have a higher risk for them, for example. drug may have a higher risk for them, for example. 

However, this is nothing but a somewhat inaccurate 
approximation, because a racial group like ‘Asian’ is 
actually extremely diverse, with Chinese, Indone-
sians, Indians, and so on. Generalising three fifths of 
the world’s population as belonging to one genetic 
group is inaccurate and dangerous, especially when it 
comes to trends and correlation. Even a specific 
racialracial group like ‘Chinese’ is likely to display significant 
genetic variation, particularly between those whose 
ancestors migrated to different areas of the world.

Arbitrary racial boundaries are also becoming less 
clear-cut in the 21st century, where interracial mar-
riages are common. Since multi-racial children inherit 
genes from both their parents, even if racial groups 
have distinct biological trends, they are bound to be 
diluted and blurred as time passes.

Instead, as research progresses and tools such as 
bioinformatics become ever more effective and accu-
rate, we can start to move beyond ‘race’ altogether 
and instead look at the actual underlying genes and 
genetic markers. It is possible to imagine a future 
where, based on a patient’s specific markers, we can 
tailor drugs and treatments to minimise risks of ad-
verse side-effects and maximise chances of success; 
we can screen for a patient’s predisposition to 
cancer more accurately; we can rely much less on 
‘race’ and much more on family background, genetic 
makeup and environmental factors.

At the end of the day, science aims to be unbiased, 
objective and empirical. On the other hand, using 
race is a blunt and crude tool that is prone to stereo-
types and biases. As we move closer towards under-
standing our genes and their impact on our health, 
the usefulness of race in medicine and science will in-
evitably diminish. And so maybe one day, we will be 
able to sit in a doctor’s clinic and fill up an informa-
tion sheet without ever having to fill in our race.

stand that race matters. One well-established exam-
ple would be that of Africans and sickle-cell anemia.

Everyone has two alleles for each gene, and together 
both alleles determine the outcome of the gene, such 
as whether it codes for blue or brown eyes. People 
who have two mutated alleles of a certain gene suffer 
from sickle-cell anemia, a painful and debilitating dis-
ease. It hence makes sense that the allele is naturally 
selected against in majority of the world, and fre-
quency of the allele is low. However, for Africans, the 
frequency of the allele, and hence the likelihood of 
suffering from sickle-cell anemia, is significantly 
higher. 

It’s not just one isolated case either. Other studies 
have found that lower vitamin D concentrations are 
associated with an increased risk of coronary heart 
disease among white or Chinese participants, but not 
among black or Hispanic participants. More worrying-
ly, a certain class of drugs used to treat heart failure 
and hypertension has consistently shown a higher 
raterate of adverse effects in blacks and Asians, as com-
pared to Caucasians.

The list goes on and on. There is no end to the corre-
lations between supposed ‘race’ and biological 
trends. Worse still, if race matters, there’s a worry-
ing upshot—drug and treatment trials often under-
represent or simply fail to include minorities; hence, 
a drug that is approved based on clinical trials with 
an all-Caucasian sample size may carry higher risks 
for Asians, for example. If race is inherently linked to 
our genetic makeup, it has serious implications on 
that way patients of different races should be treat-
ed.

Weighing in

How do we reconcile these two concepts: that there 
is no genetic basis for race, and yet that undeniable 
empirical trends exist across ethnic groups?

AsAs often happens in nature, evidence points towards 
a middle ground. Race is not inherently linked to our 
genetic makeup, but on the whole, race does have 
some correlation to certain genes, which in turn may 
affect reactions to drugs or propensity to diseases.

Firstly,Firstly, it’s important to remember that genes are 
not the be-all-and-end-all of health and biology. Scien-
tists often warn not to undermine the importance of 
epigenetics—the concept that genes are not deter-
ministic, and instead often interact with environment 
to produce the final outcome. For example, while skin 
colour is, to some extent, decided by genes, environ
mental factors such as exposure to sunlight can cer-
tainly darken one’s skin. Secondly, we must remem-
ber the difference between correlation and causa-
tion—the existence of empirical links exist between 
race and health doesn’t necessarily point to a cause-
and-effect relationship. 

Many empirical trends within racial groups can be 
more accurately explained by socio-cultural and geo-
graphic trends. In other words, it’s not that a particu-
lar race has the same genetic predisposition for a 
disease. Instead, it’s the more intuitive explanation 
that any group of people who live, eat and behave in 
the same way for many generations may end up 
having the same predisposition to a disease.

It’s 2015, and we are eager to declare ourselves 
post-racial. And yet, whenever you first visit a clinic 
or a hospital emergency room, you have to fill in a de-
tailed sheet of personal information, from allergies to 
blood type to medical history, and of course, your 
race. 

This leads to a very simple yet very controversial 
question: Does race matter? 

Let’s not look at this from a sociological or cultural 
point of view. Instead, let’s ask this from the point-of-
view of a doctor, a pharmaceutical researcher, or 
just someone sitting in the ER wondering why she has 
to disclose her race—does race matter? 

The case against race

Firstly, what is race? Race is often linked to common 
ancestry, culture and language. Simply put, race is 
what people identify as, such as ‘white’ or ‘Asian’.

ButBut is race genetic? Can we sequence one’s DNA and 
find out what one’s race is? Some say yes. Using geo-
graphical ancestry as a proxy for race, various com-
mercial DNA-testing companies claim that it is indeed 
possible to do so by tracing genetic markers such as 
mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosome.

Everyone has mitochondrial DNA, which is passed 
down from a mother to her children. Hence, sons will 
inherit the DNA but cannot pass it on, while daugh-
ters will inherit the DNA and pass it down to any chil-
dren they may have. By analysing mitochondrial DNA, 
we can trace the maternal lineage of a person back 
to Native American ancestry, for example. Similarly, 
Y-chromosome DNA is passed down from father to 
son, and paternal lineages can likewise be traced 
back. DNA-testing companies also test for other ge-
netic markers that are linked to certain regions of the 
world, and use these markers to infer where your an-
cestors could have come from. 

However, scientists are quick to call the bluffs of 
commercial genetic testing companies who use such 
methods to identify race and ancestry. The genetic 
markers that are being tested represent less than 
one percent of all coding DNA, and are ultimately 
traced back to merely a few ancestors from thou-
sands of years ago. Therefore, all that these tests 
cancan conclusively tell you is the estimated geographi-
cal location of some of your thousands of ancestors. 
Simply put, using genetic tests to identify race makes 
about as much sense as looking at a few ingredients 
in a recipe and guessing what the dish will taste like.

To quote Duana Fullwiley, an associate professor at 
Stanford University who studies the ethical implica-
tions of the Human Genome Project, “There is no ge-
netic basis for race.” To some extent, genetic mark-
ers allow us to infer geographical ancestry, but if you 
go back far enough, we all descended from ancestors 
in Africa who subsequently spread across the globe. 
In view of that overarching fact, what is race?

So, science has issued its verdict: race doesn’t 
matter. 

On the other hand

And yet, we almost immediately find contradicting 
empirical studies supporting the seemingly obvious  
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